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• The visual design of 

properties is crucially 
important, and should be 
afforded a key consideration 
and investment in the initial 
stages of housing 
development.  

• The size of properties is 
particularly relevant in 
attracting those residents 
aged 25-44. For this group, 
car parking proximity, and 
the cost of a home to buy 
or rent are also rated as 
very important.

• The Lifetime Home 
assumes greater 
importance than both 
energy efficiency and the 
quality of the public realm, 
but only following careful 
and detailed explanation 
about its concept and 
practical application. 

• All residents want a 
bathroom with a layout 
designed to incorporate 
ease of access to the bath, 
WC and washbasin.

• Properties which embrace 
high levels of energy 
efficiency are deemed 
essential and ‘expected as 
standard’ by a majority of 
residents.

• Promotion of the inclusion 
of Home Zone principles in 
developments should be in 
greater evidence, ensuring 
that potential residents are 
aware of the intended and 
tangible effects.

Key Points

Following on from a wider piece of work, ‘Value in Design’ looking
at providing guidance on the value of incorporating high standards
of design and sustainability in new residential developments, this
research will help inform and rationalise strategy, and provide value
for money in BNG funding of new build.

The work took place in winter 2009, and took the form of face to
face interviews with residents of two housing developments –
Hibernia Village and River’s Gate in Walker Riverside, Newcastle
upon Tyne - that focussed on the value that they put on the
additional design features funded by BNG.

The aims and objectives were:

1. To profile the demographic characteristics of new build residents 
across the two developments.

2. To explore and understand residents’ perceptions of additional 
design and sustainability features financed by BNG’s gap funding, 
providing quantitative data as evidence; specifically Lifetime 
Homes, superior energy efficiency and Home Zone principles.

3. To inform BNG’s future investment strategy, allowing funding 
to be directed to positively impact on housing demand and 
resident choice.

The Study

The Developments

There were 57 properties (November 2009) in Hibernia Village built 
over two phases, with the first people moving in during 2006. This
development aims to increase the quality of social and private housing
in the area by providing new, well designed homes on the site of 
former low demand housing. The site has capacity for 143 homes.

 



There were 68 properties at the River’s Gate development at the time of the research, with the
first homes completed in 2008. The overall proposal is to erect 107 dwellings of predominantly
two storey family housing with some three storey dwellings and two blocks of apartments
containing fifteen flats. This site is closer to the city centre and is intended to retain and
attract new people to the area, competing with sites in more established markets.

Demographics
• A total of 87 adult residents participated in the research – 37 residents were interviewed at 

Hibernia Village and 50 at River’s Gate. 

• The majority of households contained two adults (61%) and no children (65%).  

• 8% of respondents were under the age of 25; 49% were aged 25-44; 26% were aged 45-
64 and 16% were 65 and over.  

• 91% of respondents were White British.

• Households had a typical monthly income of between £1,000 and £3,000 (53%). However, 
approaching 40% of households had an income of less than £1,000, whilst just 5% had an 
income of over £3,000. Incomes in Hibernia Village were generally lower than River’s Gate.

• 60% of respondents were working either full or part-time for an employer, with the 
remainder retired (20%), in full-time education, unemployed or working voluntarily (20%).  
There was a higher incidence of employed residents on River’s Gate.

• Residents had most commonly (58%) lived in their current home for between 1 and 2 years.  
21% were new occupiers with less than 6 months residence, whilst 22% had resided in their 
property for between 6 months and a year.

Types of Property
• 40% of respondents lived in a semi-detached home, 29% in a town house, 15% in a 

bungalow, and 16% in a flat/apartment. 

• Properties surveyed typically contained between 2 and 4 bedrooms, with 3 bedrooms being 
most common (49%). 

• 48% of respondents were renting from a housing association; 30% were owner/occupiers, 
16% had shared equity/ownership; and 6% were renting from a private landlord. Hibernia 
Village has a majority of properties (70%) which are rented from a housing association, 
whilst at River’s Gate there is a much more even division of tenure.

Key Findings
There were extremely high levels of resident satisfaction for both Hibernia Village and River’s
Gate – with 86% satisfied with the general design of their home and 82% satisfied with the
design of the immediate residential area. 

Four design and construction aspects were collectively deemed most important in choosing a
property.  

• The visual design and appearance of a property (89%) – a finding which underlines the 
absolute importance of ‘getting this right’.  

• The property running costs and energy efficiency (82%)

• The size of a property (78%)

• The design of the surrounding estate (78%).

For those aged under 45, the most important aspects when choosing a property include:

• The visual design of both the home (88%) and the estate (78%)
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• The size of the property (86%), together with running costs associated with energy 
efficiency (82%)

• The cost of the property to buy or rent (74%)

• Car parking proximity (74%).  

• There was a relatively low acknowledgment of the importance of individual Lifetime Home 
features.

Lifetime Homes *
For around 40% of all residents, theirs is a property which is intended to remain ‘home’ for the
rest of their lives.  The desire to stay at Hibernia Village or River’s Gate is particularly prominent
among older residents, for whom the Lifetime Home takes on real significance.

Yet, comparatively, this is not something which initially ranks high on the list of important aspects
when choosing a property; resident priorities were clearly being reassessed as they were
interviewed and informed of the features of the Lifetime Home.

What was not so important, was the flexibility and accessibility associated with the Lifetime
Home.  Rather, residents placed a higher emphasis on visible design and the financial
practicalities of initial and ongoing costs.  

However, residents’ considerations shifted following explanation of the Lifetime Home.  60% of
residents felt that being able to remain in one home for the rest of their life was important – not
necessarily at this moment in time - but whenever they should need to do so.  Again, this was an
opinion which was strongest among residents of 45 plus, and those whose household
incorporated someone with a self-assessed long-term health problem.

Yet for every resident who was aware that their property incorporated Lifetime Home features,
another was unaware.  Thus, there was patchy and inconsistent awareness of the individual
features included within.  

• This awareness peaked with a 90% plus majority aware of aspects including controls, 
fixtures and fittings at a height usable by all; level, well lit and covered entrances; and lower 
window height.  

• It dipped considerably in relation to a number of Lifetime Home features, and particularly in 
relation to the design providing a reasonable route for a potential hoist from main bedroom 
to bathroom; communal stairs and lifts (although this did not apply to many properties); 
provision of a stair lift or through floor lift; and car parking width capable of enlargement.

Similarly, the bathroom/WC and property entrances were more likely to be considered to be the
most important places for Lifetime Home features. 

However, willingness to pay more for Lifetime Home features was undoubtedly limited. 

• The premise seemed to be that the inclusion of Lifetime Home features should come as 
standard and within the initial price or rent of the property.  

• There was however a significantly higher willingness by home owners than home 
renters to pay more for these features.

Energy Efficiency *

Awareness of the enhanced energy efficiency of properties was also patchy, with less than 60%
of residents aware of this. But, when awareness IS apparent, and as indicated by previous
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Further information
The study was carried out by Eljay Research in November 2009.

Electronic versions of the full report and this overarching summary document, plus the
Value in Design Phase 1 research, are available on Bridging NewcastleGateshead’s
website: www.bridgingng.org.uk.

* Definitions of the various standards referred to are included in the full reports.
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considerations, it is clearly an influential factor in the choice of a property for a majority of
residents.  Narrowing in on the individual elements which promote energy efficiency, the
inclusion of an energy efficient boiler, together with the provision of additional insulation is
most valued by residents. In comparison, timber frame windows, passivent and whole house
ventilation were far less appealing.

• Whilst there was some willingness to pay extra for each of these types of product, it was 
fairly limited, emerging strongest in relation to additional insulation and the energy 
efficient boiler, with home owners more likely to be willing to pay.  

• In the majority of cases, the question as to the actual amount of how much more 
residents were willing to pay, could not be answered.  Rather, they requested financial 
options with which to make an informed decision.  

• Many residents – perhaps unsurprisingly in a current climate of recession – were 
interested in maximising energy efficiency.

Home Zone Principles *
Over 80% of residents had noticed a different road and public realm layout, with over 60%
stating a perceived increase in on-street activity, though many did not specifically and
knowingly attribute this to an incorporation of Home Zone within their immediate
environment. Moreover, when residents are aware of the incorporation of Home Zone
principles, less than half feel that this is an influential factor in the choice of their home.

Relative Value of Design Elements
Towards the end of each interview, residents were asked to rank three factors when
choosing a new home – the provision of Lifetime Home features; reduced running costs due
to energy efficiency and sustainability measures; and a high quality public realm or Home
Zone. A Lifetime Home assumed first place in this collective ranking, superseding the other
two aspects for both younger AND older residents. This finding reveals that following
information being given about both the features and the relative merits of the Lifetime
Home, many residents subsequently rank it before both energy efficiency and a high quality
public realm (although as stated previously, certain elements of a Lifetime Home are more
valued than others).

Cost and Pricing
It is worth noting a number of subsidiary comments from some residents who praised both
the options available for property payment, and the actual cost of properties themselves, as
a very attractive inducement to move to Hibernia and River’s Gate:

“shared equity was perfect for us”
“the cost of the property was attractive to our financial circumstances”

“the shared ownership idea suited my circumstances”
“we are on the ‘Try Before you Buy’ scheme; we have two years to save for the deposit”

“the part exchange deal was very attractive to us”

 


